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UK Essex Business Leads with Trailers

A sceptical UK Truck and Trailer sales small business is now going from strength to strength
after using handy4u's instant website builder services to create a small business website that
has paid for itself for the next 5 years within the first few months of operation.

(PRWEB) March 19, 2005 -- UK Essex based Burntwood Services had been supplying trucks and trailers to the
haulage industry, and some original clients, for over 20 years. The owner of the business, Rob Wise, decided
that he wanted to bring a new dimension to the business and looked sceptically into how the Internet might help
him.

Fortunately, Rob discovered handy4u, the affordable UK small business instant website specialists, and
although sceptical about the Internet he decided to use the straightforward handy4u system and give it a try for
a few months.

Within weeks Rob started to receive enquiries for new business from a whole new section of potential
customers that he would never have reached without a website, - and theyÂ�ve kept coming ever since.

Rob said Â�IÂ�m not a computer man at all and so the handy4u service was just right for me as it was so easy
and straightforward to use. I had my website on the Internet really quickly and I can change any or all of it
when I like. With the business enquiries from it starting to flow almost straight away, the value for money of
this service from handy4u is outstandingÂ�

RobÂ�s advice to other small business owners and entrepreneurs is Â�The Internet is an additional form of
advertising, not a replacement, and people who donÂ�t think their business could benefit from it are making a
big mistake. The younger generation of clients use the Internet to source all of their suppliers and IÂ�ve been
surprised by the number and range of potential customers that have contacted me from my website. Every small
business owner and entrepreneur should try it for themselvesÂ� and with handy4u it wont cost you and arm
and a leg to do so!Â�
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Contact Information
Peter Darby
HANDY4U LTD
http://www.handy4u.co.uk
+44-1376-551049

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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